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In [l] the error terms in the two theorems must be modified. Fortunately 
the modification is of no consequence in the use of the theorems. The change 
is needed because 
is not uniformly valid for 0 < z < 1 (when the sum becomes null) and must 
be replaced by 
which is valid uniformly for z > 0. 
The correct conclusion for Theorem 1 becomes 
Jl(4 = J-& (1 - $) n’ (1 - -g) (1 + pjf) 1% 32 
T(N) + O(loglog3N + ,) , (2) 
where T(N) is the number of divisors of N. The term T(N)/x did not appear 
before. For Theorem 2 the error now is 
0 log log 3NX + 
T(N) log NX 
--) log x + (log log 3N)2/ , -&J/2 (3) 
where the new term is that involving T(N). 
The formula numbers containing a period such as (3.4) will all refer to [l]. 
CORRECTION OF THEOREM 1. The second formula below (3.4), with the 
use of (1) above, becomes 
~‘$=~~(log~+y+o(;)). 
j$Z ilN 
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This introduces a term 
Yg(l -f) =0(l) 
and instead of H, a term O(+V)/.z) which finally yields (2). 
CORRECTION OF THEOREM 2. Here delete that part of [I] beginning 
below (3.8) and terminating with the bottom of p. 641. With Js&) as in (3.8) 
(4) 
where if y = PI2 
By using (2) above with x replaced by xb and N by Nj and g(p) = 0, 
c 
kbxli 
(k.iN)=l 
qp=n(1 -#&-$$og$ 
+ 0 (log log3Nj + 4V di)i x ) 
since T(Nj) = T(N) T(j) because (IV, j) = 1. Hence 
+ 0 ](log log 3Nx) log x + 7(N;IF x 1 , 
where use is made of (3.6). Using log xlj = log x - log j 
J&9 = 8 (1 - +) l-f (1 - $) (JOY) k x - JAY)) 
+ 0 ((log log 3ivx) log x + T(N;I;g x ) , (5) 
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where 
J42(Yi = c’ y logj 5 &j . 
j<Y 
By using (2) above with g(p) = - l/(1 + p) 
141(Y) =$ (1 - $) I-I’ (1 - f) (1 ---j logy 
(P-L 1j2 
Using Lemma 2.2 with C = 1 andf(p) 
J42CYi =$g’ (1 
The sum above is 
+ 0 flog log 3N + y) . (6) 
=Pl(P + 1) 
,‘(.i) 
j logj + O(log y). 
Proceeding much as in (3.3) with the first sum and using 
in the second sum 
MY) = n’ (1 - $) g y + O(log y) 
kiu 
Hence 
J‘&) = l-I’ (1 - +, (1 - &) c’ y + O(log y). 
k<v 
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i/N 
= p(i) c y 
ilk 
kS2/ 
+pJ (ky2+2!yj. 
<IN 341/i 
By using (2.21) on 2 l/j and C log j/j 
’ logk CT= . 
kSu 
~p~logi(log~+y+O($jj 
ilN 
+ c p+ &log2 $ + 
iIN 
Cl + 0 ($log-cjj 
=~logZy~(l -$j -~~p$Aog% 
+Yp,i+ C$(l -$j 
+0(y) (1% N + logy)) * 
By using Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 
’ logk 
CT k<y 
=+g2yn (1 +j +o~(loglog3N)‘+~~logNy~. 
PIN 
Thus 
J42cY)=+g2Yg(l -$)rr'(l --+)(I -&j 
+ 0 ((log log 3.fq2 + logy + zy log Nyj . 
Hence this and (6) in (5) withy = x1/2 gives 
M,=~g(l -$)“n’(1 --$j"(l -&$log% 
+ 0 (log x log log 3Nx + T(N;l;; xN + (log log 3N,a) . (7) 
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Turning now to J&x) below (4) and using (2) in the inner sum with x 
replaced by y and N by Nj 
+ 0 (log log 3Nj + W) d j) y j. 
Hence 
The sum is J&J) and hence by (6) 
Ja2w =!-I(’ -#-I’(1 -+)2(1 -(@-j$logPY 
+ 0 /(log log 3ivx) log x + m -p- log2 x * 1 
Now using this and (7) in (4) 
.L&) = +- log2 x n (I - $)s n’ (1 - +)2 (1 - &), 
PIN 
+ 0 1 (log log 3Nx + 7”“‘,i;f ” ) log x + (log log 3N)“/ , 
This modifies JsI(x) at the bottom of p. 641 by the term involving r(N) and 
returning to (3.5) the proof is complete. 
ADDENDUM. To obtain an upper bound in the number of solutions of 
pr + p2 = M even, and p, and pa prime, let N be square-free and contain 
those primes which are factors of M. One encounters, reference 12, Chap. 61 
of [I], the sum 
where 4(n) is Euler’s function and 
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and 
‘(N)JITf ““) log x + (log log 3N)Z) . 
Hence, taking account of the case x < d < N, 
since log N < 4 log x because x > Nl/* in applications. Hence 
~a($) =~log~s+I+O(r(N)~log2x+logslogd). (9) 
But 
and so 
where use is made of a result similar to (4.6) of [l]. Also 
=NC = *--l = O{(log log 3N)2), 
m).,,P - 1 P (W 
where use is made of (4.6). Finally 
= 0(7(N) log log 3N). (13) 
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By combining (9)-( 13) in (8) 
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Js(4 = + h? x I-J (I - $) n’ (1 + &) 1 2) ) -t ? 
PIN 
I = ( log log 3N) 0 1 (log log 3Nx + T(N$; ““‘) log x 
+ (log log 3N)2 + T2(N);og2 “1 . 
The error term for J3(x) using x > N1/4 can be replaced by 
I” = O{(log log x)” log x>. 
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